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NASA Glenn Research Center is developing a 1.4 MW high-efficiency electric machine for
future electrified aircraft to reduce energy consumption, emissions, andnoise. Thiswound-field,
synchronous machine employs a self-cooled, superconducting rotor to achieve excellent specific
power and efficiency. This paper discusses the design and fabrication of the no-insulation high
temperature superconducting (HTS) rotor coils and compares them to conventionally insulated
HTS coils. Two sub-scale test coils with epoxy on only one axial face were fabricated. Critical
current testing of the coils at 77 K and self field was conducted to study the influence of thermal
cycling on their critical current and n-value. After two or four aggressive thermal cycles
between 77 K and about 278 K (5 ◦C), the critical current and n-value were nearly unchanged,
indicating very little to no degradation.

Introduction

To drastically reduce the energy consumption, emissions, and noise of future commercial transport aircraft, NASA is
investing in a broad portfolio of enabling research and development for electrified aircraft propulsion (EAP) [1]. A

number of transport aircraft concepts that harness EAP have been shown to provide system-level benefits to energy
consumption, fuel burn, and/or emissions [2–8]. As expected, the existence of the benefits and their magnitude depend
on the assumed performance of the individual EAP components. Two key performance parameters that have been
identified for enabling single aisle aircraft with EAP are the specific power and efficiency of the EAP system’s electric
machines. Specific power several times greater than industrial motors and efficiency at or above the state of the art (96%)
are typically needed for an aircraft concept to close with a benefit to one or more of the aforementioned performance
metrics. Accordingly, NASA is investing in the development of three separate megawatt-class electric machines that
combine high specific power (>13 kW/kg) with high efficiency (>96%) [1]. One of these machines is being developed
at NASA’s Glenn Research Center. NASA’s machine, referred to as the High-Efficiency Megawatt Machine (HEMM), is
a 1.4 MW wound field synchronous machine that is designed to be > 98% efficient with >16 kW/kg specific power. To
illustrate the effect of this machine on a transport aircraft with EAP, system-level studies have been performed for one
concept aircraft, the NASA single-aisle turboelectric aircraft with aft boundary layer propulsor (STARC-ABL). Relative
to the baseline STARC-ABL configuration, the electric machine performance targets established by NASA (13 kW/kg,
96%) provide a 7% to 10% reduction in fuel burn [7]. Compared to this benefit of NASA’s performance targets, the
more stringent goals of HEMM (16 kW/kg, 98% to 99%) provide an additional 1.5% to 2.5% reduction in fuel burn,
respectively [1]. It should be noted that further refinements to the analyses in [7] (and referenced in [1]) are currently
being conducted and updated results are expected soon. A potentially more impactful benefit is that such an increase in
efficiency will reduce the amount of waste heat that must be managed by a factor of 2 to 4, respectively.

The exceptional performance of NASA’s HEMM is primarily achieved by utilizing a semi-slotless stator and
an internally-cryocooled, superconducting rotor. Superconducting field windings provide unmatched magnetic field
strengths and a negligible amount of internal energy loss, but they introduce a few challenges. Superconductors
must be kept at cryogenic temperatures and the superconducting system must be carefully designed to avoid a loss
of superconductivity, which will occur when the temperature, magnetic flux density, or conduction current in the
superconductor exceed design limits. Additionally, superconductors are fragile compared to copper and aluminum
conductors; superconductors are subject to maximum strain and minimum bend radius constraints, and care must be
taken to avoid appreciable shear stresses or excessive tensile stresses. These mechanical constraints are particularly
important for superconducting rotor coils, which are subjected to significant centrifugal loads in addition to the typical
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thermal and electromagnetic forces. Also, due to their high cost, it is important to carefully design the system and
conduct sub-scale testing before full-scale implementation to sufficiently reduce the risks imposed by the aforementioned
challenges.

This paper discusses the design and fabrication of high temperature superconducting (HTS) rotor coils without
turn-to-turn electrical insulation for NASA’s HEMM. First, the design of HEMM’s rotor is summarized to provide
context for the remainder of the paper. Then, the characteristics of the coils, the motivation for using uninsulated coils,
and important design considerations are discussed. A few sub-scale HTS coils were fabricated using a new 3D printed
winding fixture. The key features of the test coils and winding fixture are described. Finally, the ability of the coil’s
design to resist degradation from thermal cycling is assessed by measuring the critical current and n-value of two
sub-scale coils at 77 K and self field before and after thermal cycling.

Rotor Design
To put the coil design in perspective, the design of HEMM’s rotor is first summarized. Table 1 lists the key

characteristics and performance goals of HEMM,whereas Table 2 lists the characteristics of the rotor. Themagnetomotive
force of each rotor coil is nearly 100 times greater than that of each copper stator coil, which are operated above room
temperature. Consequently, the time-varying magnetic flux density (B) in the HTS rotor coils is negligible (< 0.006 T).
Also, the rotor coils are excited with only a DC current. Thus, AC losses in the rotor coils are negligible and a HTS
tape conductor can be utilized. Although the rotor’s tip speed (107 m/s) is relatively low for an electric machine, the
centrifugal force imposed on each rotor coil is still significant considering that superconductors are much more fragile
than copper wire and the space for the containment structure is limited (i.e., the pole count is fairly high). As a result,
the rotor coils must be carefully designed and constructed so that the centrifugal force imposed on them is readily
transferred to the containment structure. For further details about the design of HEMM and its rotor, see Jansen et
al. [9] and Scheidler [10].

Table 1 Key characteristics and performance goals of NASA’s High Efficiency Megawatt Machine (HEMM).

Continuous power
rating, MW Motor type Speed,

rpm
Specific power
goal, kW/kg

Efficiency
goal, %

1.4 Wound field synchronous 6,800 16 >98

Table 2 Characteristics of the rotor for NASA’s High Efficiency Megawatt Machine (HEMM).

Characteristic/parameter Value Characteristic/parameter Value

Electrical frequency, Hz DC Outside diameter, cm 30
Number of poles 12 Inside diameter, cm 20.5

Material solid Fe49.15Co48.75V2 Axial length, cm 12.5

Coil Design
The characteristics of the rotor coils for HEMM are summarized in Table 3. A 2nd generation HTS (REBCO: rare

Earth-barium-copper-oxide) was selected over other superconductors, because they are commercially available in long
piece lengths and can provide sufficient performance at high temperatures (about 77 K and below) in moderately strong
magnetic environments, and, as mentioned above, AC losses are not a concern. The operating current and temperature
were defined based on the manufacturer’s measurements and de-rating factors for the B-orientation-dependence of the
critical current and estimates of manufacturing variation and modeling inaccuracy [10]. Each rotor coil is composed of
4 racetrack coils connected together by soldered HTS joints. Due to the relatively high number of rotor poles and the
desire to maximize the flux density produced by the rotor, the rotor coils have many turns and their minimum bend
radius is at the limit specified by the manufacturer.
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Table 3 Characteristics of the rotor coils for NASA’s High Efficiency Megawatt Machine (HEMM).

Characteristic/parameter Value Characteristic/parameter Value

Superconductor 2nd generation
REBCO

Superconductor width, mm 4

Insulation none Superconductor thickness, µm 65
Expected critical current (at

77 K, self field), A 150 Min. superconductor bend
radius, mm 15

Max. magnetic flux density in
the superconductor, T 2 Number of layers per coil 4

Operating temperature, K 62.8 Number of turns per layer 230
Operating current, A 51.5

One of the challenges with using superconductors is quench, or a loss of superconductivity as a result of excessive
temperature, magnetic flux density, or conduction current in the superconductor. Quench is particularly important in
REBCO HTS, because the quenched zone grows slowly (on the order of 10−3 to 10−1 m/s [11]). For some HTS coils,
the temperature in the quenched zone can reach the melting temperature of copper within a fraction of a second [12].
Although this issue is mitigated by limiting the applied current to a fraction of the superconducting coil’s critical current,
quench may still occur due to a number of reasons, such as inaccuracies in the analysis, unexpected heat sources,
excessive mechanical strain in the superconductor, or transients in the operating state. Consequently, controllers are
often used to monitor the state of the coil and rapidly reduce the current when quench is detected. Another method of
quench protection is to remove the turn-to-turn electrical insulation from the coil [13]; this method provides inherent
quench protection by allowing the applied current to flow around a quenched zone in the superconductor. Other benefits
of so-called no insulation coils include higher engineering current density, better mechanical strength, and resistance
to defects in the superconductor. The improvement in engineering current density results from not only the lack of
an insulation layer between turns but also because the conductor’s copper encapsulation doesn’t need to carry the full
operating current during a quench event. Specifically, the superconductor’s thickness can be reduced to 65 µm (from
the typical 100 µm), which for a given coil volume enables the coil to have a 54% higher magnetomotive force. The
downside of no insulation coils is that they exhibit a charging delay (i.e., the magnetic field produced by the coil lags
in time behind the applied current). However, this is a minimal concern for the field winding of an electric machine,
because the applied current is DC and the time constants of the charging delay are typically small (on the order of
seconds or less) compared to even short flight missions. Therefore, no insulation HTS coils were selected for the rotor
of HEMM.

Although they were suggested only recently, several papers have reported the fabrication and critical current testing of
no insulation coils [13–15]. However, although they have been proposed for use in the rotor of an electric machine [16],
no insulation rotor coils have not been demonstrated. The presence of significant centrifugal forces in the rotor of aircraft
electric machines complicates the design of the no insulation coil and its mechanical support structure. To ensure
that the coil mechanically responds as a whole and the self protection capability is maintained throughout operation,
some form of overbanding [17], epoxy/adhesive, or other mechanical feature is needed; without this, the turn-to-turn
contact will be lost and the turns will deform independently under the centrifugal and magnetic forces. This feature is
also useful for maintaining the coil’s shape during handling, soldering, and assembly. As a first attempt, the sub-scale
practice coils shown in this paper will be bound together using a cryogenic epoxy applied to one of their axial faces.

For epoxy impregnated coils wound with HTS tapes, a cryogenic epoxy must be carefully selected, because thermal
expansion mismatches between the epoxy and HTS commonly cause delamination of the thin film superconductor from
its substrate during thermal cycling [18, 19]. The thermally-induced stresses and strains are more severe for non-circular
coils with more turns and smaller radii [20], such as the coils for HEMM. However, delamination due to thermal cycling
was not observed in dry-wound coils [18] (like some of the no insulation coils proposed here), because radial tensile
stresses between turns cannot be supported. Nevertheless, care was taken to select an epoxy. In HEMM, thermal
conductivity is also important, because the rotor coils are conductively cooled. Stycast 2850FT Black with catalyst 23LV
was chosen for its combination of low thermal expansion, high thermal conductivity, and moderate viscosity.

The rotor of HEMM is conductively cooled by a cryocooler that has a 50 K cold head, which is less than 13 K below
the max operating temperature of the HTS rotor coils. As a result, heat input to the rotor must be minimized, especially
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in or near the HTS coils. The resistance of the solder joints between the coil layers and both the current terminals and
HTS layer-to-layer bridges must therefore be minimized. Non-pre-tinned solder ribbon was selected to provide the
lowest and most reproducible joint resistivity [21, 22]. To stay well within the manufacturer’s suggested soldering
temperature limit of 200 ◦C while maintaining adequate strength, 52In 48Sn solder (melting temperature of 118 ◦C) was
chosen. If a multi-step soldering approach becomes necessary, 63Sn 37Pb (melting temperature of 183 ◦C) and/or
97In Ag3 (melting temperature of 143 ◦C) will be used for the initial step(s).

Coil Fabrication
In order to mitigate risk and validate the rotor coil design, a few uninsulated HTS coils have been manufactured for

critical current, thermal cycling, and rotational loading testing. Due to the high cost of HTS, these test coils where
manufactured at a smaller scale than the final rotor coils. The test coils (Fig. 1) each have 25 turns and a reduced axial
length relative to the final rotor coil design. The minimum bend radius in each coil matches that of the final rotor design.
Straight sections where included both in the end turns and active sections of each coil, because stress analysis showed
that the transition regions between the straight and curved sections contained the highest stress in the final rotor design.
Sufficient length was included in the active section in order to allow room for multiple coils to be stacked and soldered
together for future testing.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Sub-scale high temperature superconducting coils for risk reduction testing of HEMM’s rotor coils: (a)
dimensions (in units of mm) and (b) completed 25 turn coils with cryogenic epoxy applied to one axial face.

In order to fabricate these test coils, a 3D printed nylon winding fixture (Fig. 2) was designed. 3D printing was used
to reduce manufacturing lead time and cost. It also allowed for multiple design iterations and continuous improvement
of the winding fixture. The downside of this approach is that high temperature softening of the nylon may prevent the
use of some solders while the coil is fixtured. The fixture consists of a baseplate, a tooth, two side clamps, and a cap.
The baseplate is mounted to ground through a double row angular contact bearing for stability and ease of rotating. The
tooth defines the shape of the coil. It is made as a separate part from the baseplate so that coils can be easily removed
from the fixture. The two side clamps are used to set and hold the width of the coil while the epoxy cures. The coil’s
width is a critical dimension in the final rotor design. The side clamps are printed to an exact size for a given coil’s
number of turns, and a screw is used to lock in their position precisely to guarantee the correct width is achieved. Any
excess length in the coils would be pushed into the end windings. The cap is used to make sure the coil’s axial face is
flat. When epoxy is used, it is first applied to the cap, then the cap is placed on the coil, and the whole assembly is
inverted to sit on the cap. This inversion of the fixture reduces the amount of epoxy that ends up on the coil’s radial
faces, keeping them clean for solder joints.
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Fig. 2 3D printed coil winding fixture with practice copper coil wound in place.

Critical Current Testing
The critical current Ic and n-value n of two sub-scale, uninsulated test coils were measured at 77 K and self field

using the test rig depicted in Fig. 3. The key components of the rig are a dewar filled with liquid nitrogen, a linear
amplifier capable of up to 120 A DC current, a nanovoltmeter, and a data acquisition system. During a test, the DC
current was slowly stepped up in small increments and a measurement was recorded at each step after holding the
current for 5 s or more. This hold duration was more than sufficient to overcome the charging delay of the uninsulated
coil [23], which was < 1 s. The voltage taps are located about 10 cm away from each current lead to ensure that the
measured current-transfer voltage at the critical current is less than 0.01% of the expected voltage at the critical current
(based on 1 µV/cm electric field criteria) [24]. As shown in Fig. 4, each coil was mounted to a G10 plate, which was
suspended in the liquid nitrogen.

Fig. 3 NASA Glenn Research Center’s high temperature superconducting coil test rig.

The purpose of the initial tests reported here was to demonstrate that the test coils described above could survive
multiple aggressive thermal cycles. Each coil was tested twice. First, the coil was very slowly lowered into the liquid
nitrogen bath to ensure a low thermal gradient. Voltage measurements were recorded while increasing and decreasing
the applied DC current. The coil was then removed from the dewar and allowed to warm up to about 5 ◦C. Then, the
coil was rapidly inserted into the liquid nitrogen and allowed to reach a steady temperature. This process of coil removal
and insertion was then repeated for a total of two thermal cycles for coil 1 and four for coil 2. After, the critical current
measurements were repeated. An electric field criteria (1 µV/cm) was used to define the critical current.
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Fig. 4 Sub-scale HTS test coil mounted to a G10 plate, shown after testing in liquid nitrogen.
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Fig. 5 Critical current measurements of two sub-scale HTS test coils (a) coil 1 and (b) coil 2; before thermal
cycling (solid) and after thermal cycling (dash-dotted); the electric field criteria (1 µV/cm) used to define the
critical current is indicated by the horizontal dashed line.

The voltage response of each coil for all 4 cases (increasing and decreasing current, before and after thermal cycling)
is shown in Fig. 5. For these initial tests, the current was limited to about 1.15Ic, although no insulation HTS coils in
liquid nitrogen are capable of carrying > 4Ic without damage [15]. A high degree of repeatability is observed, indicating
that thermal degradation is minimal or nonexistent. To further investigate this, the critical current and n-value of each
curve was calculated by fitting the following function to the data using an unconstrained minimization algorithm,

V
Vc
=

(
I
Ic

)n
, (1)

where Vc is the expected voltage at the critical current; the results are tabulated in Table 4. Except for the n-value in one
instance, the performance metrics are consistent between increasing and decreasing current, which lends credence to
the data. The critical current and n-value of coil 1 remain constant (at least to the measurement uncertainty) after two
aggressive thermal cycles, indicating that thermal degradation did not occur. After coil 2 was thermally cycled four
times, its n-value slightly decreased, suggesting the possibility of minor degradation, but its critical current slightly
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increased, providing a weak conflicting trend. Thus, the results for coil 2 are not conclusive, but at worst indicate
only minor degradation of only the n-value. These results differ from findings by Shin et al. [16], who observed a Ic
reduction of almost 2% in a similar uninsulated HTS coil after four thermal cycles between room temperature and 77 K.
The main differences between the two tests are that their coil is fully encapsulated with the epoxy on the coil’s two
exposed surfaces and the exterior of their impregnated coil may have been cooled a little slower. This may suggest that
the degradation observed by Shin et al. [16] is caused by the presence of epoxy on the outer radial surface of the coil.

Table 4 Measured critical current Ic and n-value n at self field and 77 K for two test coils.

Coil 1 Coil 2
Test Ic, A n Ic, A n

Before thermal cycling, I increasing 76.9 18.5 75.8 24.6
Before thermal cycling, I decreasing 76.6 21.0 75.9 23.2
After thermal cycling, I increasing 76.8 19.7 76.2 21.6
After thermal cycling, I decreasing 76.9 19.7 76.3 21.8

Conclusions and Future Work
This paper discussed the design and fabrication of high temperature superconducting (HTS) rotor coils without

turn-to-turn electrical insulation for NASA’s 1.4 MW High Efficiency Megawatt Motor (HEMM). The characteristics
of the coils, the motivation for using uninsulated coils, and important design considerations were discussed. A few
sub-scale HTS coils were fabricated using a new 3D printed winding fixture. The key features of the test coils and
winding fixture are described. The sub-scale coils are representative of the final design (i.e., they contain all of the
important features and geometry), but require significantly less superconductor and less time to fabricate. The critical
current and n-value of two sub-scale coils were tested at 77 K under self field before and after a set number of aggressive
thermal cycles between 77 K and about 5 ◦C. Coil 1 was subjected to two thermal cycles, whereas coil 2 was subjected to
four. The critical current and n-value of coil 1 remained approximately constant with no indication of thermally-induced
degradation. The results for coil 2 are not conclusive, but at worst indicate only minor degradation of only the n-value.
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